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Rausch: Platform Collection
Our Platform Collection from Rausch is
made from the same material yacht
designers use as well – fiberglass. Fast, light,
flexible. Cool, straightforward,
perpendicular and with an
ultra-smooth surface.

Fiberglass
Fiberglass is a particularly valuable fibersyntheticcomposite which is frequently used in boat building. Its
advantage lies in the high breaking elongation and the elastic energy
absorption. In PLATFORM the hard shell pigmented white with the
high-tensile foam core is very noncorrosive. Fiberglass is easy to clean
and care with customary products (dish soap, glass cleaner, car
shampoo or GFK cleaner for yachts), however, by no means should
any abrasive care products be used.

Cushions
Cushions enhance the comfort. Our highquality
spinneret-dyed acrylic fabrics were specially equipped for the outdoor
area. Please, see our price list for information on cuttings and
custom-made designs. For a particularly precious appearance the
cushions can also be made with a cord edge in a contrasting color
against a surcharge (only lounge furniture). For all loungers
(except SUNSET) a precisely fitting, semicircular neck pillow with tie
strap is optionally available.
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Platform Armless Right
Facing Sofa VP-3

Platform Left Facing Sofa
VP-1

Platform Right Facing Sofa
VP-2

Platform Armless Left
Facing Sofa VP-4

Platform as a single element or corner formation is also available with LED-lighting as an option. There
is a master control unit ( hidden) which has a remote control that can change the speed that the color of
the LED lighting changes or can be programmed to have one constant color. The colors that the lights
change to are White, Blue, Purple, Yellow, Red and Green.

Combinations

The above elements can only be combined in two different formations, VP-1 & VP-3 and
VP-2 & VP-4. These formations are illustrated below.

Stacking Tables
Platform Sofa Table Stacked

** The couch tables shaped square or,
alternatively, rectangular are deliverable
in single-level or double-level versions.

